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0 - INTRODUCTION 
In order to measure the ion velocity distribution one one hand» 

the turbulence and micro-instabilities inside the plasma on the other hand, 
and finally the propagation and absorption of electromagnetic waves used 
for plasma heating, the J.E.T. Group asked for microwave and far infra-red 
electromagnetic scattering diagnostics. This paper is mainly concerned with 
turbulence and micro-instabilities measurements, although remarks and sug
gestions about the measurement of T. are made in part IV. Indeed, under
standing of the turbulence in tokamaks, as far as plasma energy confinement 
is concerned, is an important goal which should be retained in the J.E.T. 
experimental program. 

The Euratom-CEA Association in Fontenay-aux-Roses has proposed 
a conceptual study of this problem, taking advantage of its experience in 
this kind of measurements and in their interpretation on a major well diag
nosed tokamak plasma [1, 2, 3]. This enters into Diagnostic Design Study 
n° 26.1. 

In the first part, we make a rapid review of what can be 
expected as low frequency turbulence in J.E.T. This is Co define Che para
meters of the density fluctuations which can be expected. A method to deduce 
the anomalous transport is described. In the second part, the physical 
problems of measuring these parameters by microwave or far-infrared scatte
ring are outlined. In the third part, a preliminary study of a microwave 
scattering experiment at X ̂  i.3 mm is made. In the fourth part, a F.I.R. 
laser experiment at 10.6 ]m is also proposed to perform the same measurements. 
In this last case, an estimation of the thermal nature of the plasma emission 
could be made, in order to eventually extend the diagnostic to the ion 
temperature measurement. 

The choice of n convenient wavelength in order to perform 
electromagnetic scattering measurements of the plasma density fluctuations 
is a difficult task. Far infrared lasers from X 0 = 10 ym to X0 ** 500 pm as 
well as microwave sources from AQ = I mm to X 0 * 4 mm exist and most have 
already been used for such measurements. The purpose of this paper is Co 
define methods which can make such a choice as realistic as possible, once 
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the spectrum of fluctuations one intends to measure has been approximately 
defined. Here, in the case of drift wave type turbulent fluctuations 
expected in I.E.T., it is possible to conclude that the choice is restricted 
to millimeter microwaves or to 10 urn radiation from a laser. Of course, 
other types of fluctuations (at higher frequencies or shorter wavelengths 
than drift waves) could be measured with the same experimental set-up. 
Physical advantages and drawbacks of each wavelength are not the same : 

- better resolution in space, in frequency spectrum and in 
wave-vector spectrum in the microwave case ; 

- absence of refraction in the 10 pm far-infrared case. 

Both millimeter wave and F.I.R. radiation at 10.6 pm have been used in 
tokamaks in the recent years to measure turbulence or heating waves and 
have yielded reliable experimental result [1...71. However, it must be 
noted that the different groups in Europe which have performed scattering 
measurements, either in a Tokamak (T.F.R.) or in Stellarators (Hendelstein, 
Cleo and Vega) have used microwaves. F.I.R. radiation at 10.6 urn has up to 
now been used only in DC plasmas in quiet environnement (Stuttgart and 
Palaiseau). However a scattering measurement using this wavelength is 
presently being built and should start at the end of the year I960 in the 
tokamak I.F.R. 600. 



IA REVIEW OP SHALL.SCALE TURBULENCE POSSIBLE XH J.E.T. 

I.1 Low frequency turbulence and anomalous transport 

It is well known that low frequency (w<w .) and small scale 
(fcp thi S 1) turbulence is present in tokamak plasmas and nay cause anomalous 
heat or particle transport accross the confining magnetic field. 

Electromagnetic wave scattering by the electron density fluctuations 
[13] is probably the only diagnostic to detect this turbulence and to measure 
its physical parameters. Any kind of turbulence is likely to produce density 
fluctuations : for instance electron density fluctuations n are associated to 
universal drift waves, whether they are electrostatic (nS n e$7T e a where 
p is the oscillating electrostatic potential), or partially magnetized (on/ dt + 

div je/e • o ). The microwave scattering measurements (see part II) yield 
not only the frequency and wave number Bpectra, but also the absolute value of 
the fluctuating electron density [73/14]. Then, for a given type of turbulence, 
the oscillating electromagnetic fields can be deduced, and further interpretation 
can be performed. 

For instance, the anomalous electron beat conduction coefficient due 
to the trapped electron drift modes in the quasi-linear approximation is given 
by EH : 

2 * 15//lr (fee p t h e ) 2 v t h e
2 (2r/R)l/2 (V e f f)-1 (e 9 /T f i) 2 (1) 

where ey/T =n/ne ; and can be deduced from the experimental data. 
Such an interprétation of the measured turbulence spectra and fluctuating density 
has been performed in the tokamak T.F.R. An estimation of K has been given in 
[1/2/3]. Indeed, the low frequency turbulent fields measured in the tokamaks are 
usally interpreted as due to electrostatic drift wave instabilities which result 
from the plasma confinement itself. The most probable energy reservoir for these 
waves is related to the electrons trapped in the magnetic field mirrors. However, 
it seems that this model, applied to tbe measured oscillation's, can hardly explain 
che anomalous heat fluxes. This might be partly due to the fact that, in small 
diameter plasmas, the pl.asma internal hot core is not well distinguished from 
the outer layers in the measurement. Other models are being proposed by the 
theoreticians, for instance the so-called "micro-tearing". Such other type of 
waves lead to a different interpretation of the scattering data and different 
values of K. It is worth noting that in a large size plasma as in J.E.T the 
regions which are different with respect to the physics of the micro turbulence 



- e.g. degree of collisionnality, density and temperature gradients - could 

be better resolved than in smaller machines. This would lead to a better 

understanding of anomalous transport. 

I.2 Turbulent spectra expected in the J.E.T. 

I.2.a Extrapolation from the present tokamaks. 

We do not intend to make a review of the theoretical predictions, 

but only to try to define the frequencies and wavelengths of the unstable waves 

in the J.E.T., taking account of the results obtained in T. R» and P.L.T. We 

assume that the turbulence will have comparable features and we partly use the 

model of electron drift modes. 

(i) Frequencies 

The frequency range of the turbulence is comparable to the magnetic 

drift frequency u/2n* 

Û#* = K© v,te a Kav t he Pthe/2Ln • (2) 

where K9 is the poloidal wave number (fig.I.)* 

We use the standard notations <V(he =<2Te/m) " , KÔ - ra/r, tn * Vn/n) 

For the non collisionnal drift modes oi= u*h(Kj_ ^ t h«» fii) with 0.1 £ h<0,6. 

: Previous measurements have shown that Kjo L. was of the order 
i •"• t n i 

of 1. It is assumed that this will be the same in the J.E.T plasma. They have 

also shown that the turbulence» present in the whole plasma, was more intense 

about the edge than in the centre [2,6]. In J.E.T. , due to the large size of 

the plasma, the localisation of the different zones of turbulence with respect 

to the density and temperature gradients should be much better, leading to 

clearer interpretation. 

The following tables make a comparison between frequencies calcu

lated by (2) and the experimental data. All the figures are experimental except 

v . and w*, calculated by (2'/. The ion gyro-radu are calculated for deuterium. 
de 

T.F.R. [2] (a - 20 cm) 

r / a Te(eV) Ti(eV) B(T.) p th i ( cm) Ln(cm) *da(cm/a) tCBÇcm"1) w?2T(kHaQ 

0 . 5 550 450 4 . 0 0 .11 15 9 ,10* 8 120 
0 . 7 400 400 4 . 0 0 . 1 0 13 8 . 1 0 9 100 

In t a c t the frequency range of the measured spectrum i s 30 kite < f < 600 kHz. 

P .L.T. [ 7 ] (a - 45 cm) 

r /a Te(eV) Ti(eV) B(T) pthi(cm) Lm(cm) "de(cm/s) 

0 .5 500 400 3 .2 0 .12 30 5 . Ï 0 4 
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The frequency range of the measured spectrum is 0<f^200 kHz. 

In both cases, the spectral density of the turbulence is important at frequencies 
id 

larger than <ti/2it, typically a factor 3 ; it is also present at frequencies lower 

than Ct>/2ir. The shift towards higher frequencies could be due to the rotation of 

the plasma in the laboratory frame (Doppler effect) and/or to the not exact vali

dity of the drift wave model . For instance, conservation of plasma momentum in 

the laboratory frame implies a rotation velocity - v ^ , increasing lu*by iicK 9 v^j. 

J.E.T. 

A measurement zone located rather close to the plasma edge ("gradient 

region") and near 8 » 90* is chosen (fig. 1J The ion and electron temperatures are 

assumed to be equal, with T(o) • 2 keV, and various radial profiles. The electron 

density profile is fairly flat, close to the profile given in Diagnostic 

Memo n°l. Kg ia assumed to be given by Kg pthi~'' 

- case {1} fairly flat profiles n e(r) - n ^ <I-r2/a2) °' 4 Te(r) - Teo ( 1 - r V a 2 ) 0 , 4 

- case { 2} parabolic T profile u e(r) » n M ( ) " Te(r) - Teo ( ) 

- case {3} peaked T profile n (r) - n ( ) 0 , 5 Te(r) - Teo ( ) 2 

Case r/a T(keV) BCTesla) pthi(cm tn(cm) Vde(cm/s) K8(em ' (J72n(kHz) 

{1 } 0.8 1.3 2.8 0.26 100 4.6.104 3,9 28 

{2 } 0.7 1.0 2.8 0.23 130 2.8.10* 4.3 20 

{3 } 0.7 0.5 2.8 0. IV 130 1.4.104 6.0 14 

The weak variation in frequencies u comes from the assumption tyPa-hr"1* 

Then u*« (Te/Ti) (Te/H) Ln~ - Cs/Ln. The expected frequencies for drift waves 

are smaller in J.E.T. than in T.F.R and P.L.T, mainly because the gradient scale 

length Ln is much larger. In any case, the frequency range will probably extend 

from a few kilohertz to a few hundreds of kilohertz, following the scaling of 

T.F.R. and .P.L.T.. Indeed it is reasonable to expect a Doppler frequency shift 

ùm = K8 v.. due to a plasma rotation in the laboratory, frame [2]. This would 

multiply the frequency of the drift waves by a factor 2. Thus, one should be able 

to measure fluctuations oscillating at a few kilohertz implying measurements 

times of several milliseconds. This clearly shows that the turbulence measurement 

is a quasi D.C. measurement. 
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The table I gives the values of the thermal ion gyroradius p «. and of 

Kj." l/pfc-- for different values of the toroidal magnetic field and of the ion 

temperature (deuterium). 

This table shows values of Kj_as low as 2.0cm~ for Ti » 3.6keV and B • 2.4 Tesla. 

This probably is an extreme case, if it is recalled that the turbulence measure

ment should rather be located in the density and temperature gradients region, 

where the ion temperature will be smaller than 3.6keV.However, in a wave vector 

spectrum measurement, we will have to measure Kj_in the range 2.0cm* -̂  Kjj£20cm , 

that is 0.3cm < A±< 3.0cm. Tin», a scattering measurement will have to deal with 

very snail scattering angles and large scattering volumes (wider than the wave

lengths) (see S XI.2). 

The wave vector parallel to Che magnetic field is assumed to be very small 

<0<K,,<Ln~ ) , both following the theory of drift modes and by the only measure-

meat so far achieved [5], which puts an upper limit of 0.6cm to R„. Such values 

of K„ yield so small scattering angles that they axe not measurable. However, 

due to the rotational transform and to the large value of K9 (KQ-KX-P^. ." ), the 

toroidal wave vector K9 is much larger than K1( and could possibly be measurable. 

This is contained in the following equations, where q is the safety factor, m and 

1 are integers : 

K<j> -m/R K,, - K0 B0 + K?Bp£Û 

Kr< K 9 K]_ - (Kr2+ Ke 2) ~K 6

 < 3 ) 

Then 'K?/Ke =3e/E?~ r/Rq=T0. 1 *0.2 

Looking at table I, one can deduce that Kplies in the range 0.2cm _£ K ^ c n T . 

Note Chat with noncircular cross sections of Che plasma, for a given K« *f*ni/R), 

Kg will be modulated in the poloidal plane ; the diamagnetic frequency (j/'wilil 

however remain roughly constant along a magnetic surface. 

(iii) Localization 

Due to the external localization of the trapped particles trajectories, 

it can be expected that drift modes energized by trapped electrons have a larger 

amplitude in the external part of the equatorial plane. This would imply a strong 

radial coupling of the drift modes and thus an enhanced radial transport of heat 

[8]. This effect can be measured if one is able to compare scattering measurements 

is two different regions of the poloidal plane, near 9 - 0 ° and near 9- 90° 

or 180°. (fig.1). Such a measurement is important in order to estimate the actual 

heat transport. 
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I.2.b Trapped ion instabilities 

These nodes bave not been identified yet in present tokanaks, although 

a new turbulence has been observed in F.L.T when Che ion temperature exceeds 

4keV [ 26 ] .They could play an important role in the plasma energy confinement 

in the next generation tokamaks as T.F.T.R. and .J.E.T. 

A few features of these modes can be inferred from theory [9]. If A is 

the extent of the banana orbits of the trapped ions» one must have : 

"2 ill (V\ 
A -P t hi * * " W 

With q - 2, R/r » 4*6, one has 

^ t h i - 5 

Kj. (trapped ion modes) /K j_ (electron drift modes) ̂  1/5. 

Thus the range of parameters wi l l be in J.E.T. 0.4cm -^ Kj^lcm and 6cm£A^i5cm 

(see table I).' 

One can show that Kg/Kr-l/n so that Kr~Ki^ 1/A, and Kg-Ki/3 < 1/ïïA. The frequency 

is given by 

"tia " «* vdb , (5) 
vdb " »<'«'+"ÎVL" >/<"» = p t h i y t h i / 2 E 

where v.. is the magnetic curvature drift velocity. One can see that 

v d b - (Ti/Te) (Ln/K) v d e = 0.HO.3 v d e 

Thus 

« t l a / » * « B t h l M ) W v d e = 0.01M.02 

Recalling that IO/2TT S 20 kHz for drift waves in J.E.T. (§1.2.a), one obtains 

u . /2ir - 200 Hz. Of course, if the plasma retains a zero angular momentum in 

the laboratory, then this frequency is Doppler shifted by Kg V.. - 1 kHz. 

1.2.c Density fluctuations at the ion cyclotron frequency 

In the case of a strong anisotropy in the ion distribution function, due 

to a group of fast particles with E^»^„. instabilities at the ion cyclotron 

frequency can be excited» This situation occurs with fast neutral injection 

heating [10]. Up to now, it is not known if this turbulence had'"dele

terious effects on the heating processes or on the high energy particle 

confinement. This could be explored by the microwave or F.I.R. scattering 

technique as vail. 

In this context, it is worth noting that investigations about the ion 

cyclotron heating mechanism in a two species plasma where mode conversion is 

expected to occur have been carried out in the tofcamak T.F.R. by microwave 

scattering [11]* Also, study of lower hybrid heating is beeing performed by the 

same technique in the Hega Stellarator [12]. In both cases wave vectors Kj.lie 

in the range of interest a -£ Kl^°thi * a " P l a s m a radius) which is adjacent 

to the range previously defined for drift waves. 



II PHYSICAL CONDITIONS OF A SCATTERING MEASUREMENT 

II.1 Electromagnetic wave scattering by electron density fluctuations. 
The mechanism of electromagnetic wave scattering by electron 

density fluctuations is well known [13/15]* An incident E.M. wave of fre
quency fo ( - U)O/2TT), wavelength \ a wave vector ko - 2TT/XO, is scattered by 
a Fourier component R, to, of the electron density fluctuations ; the scat-
tered E.M. wave then has a frequency f (* w /2TT> and wave vector k » 2TT/X » 
satisfying relations (6), (7), very similar to the Bragg scattering law. 

T s -"ktt + K <7) 
This is sketched in figure 2a.. 
More precisely» equations (6), (7) yield w and k for an electron density 
Fourier component On (r,t) » n cos (K.îrttt) propagating in the direction of 
the wave vector K. 

When the frequency of the fluctuations is such that tu « (Do, then 
Ik l=lkal * u « / c

 a t K* equation (7) becomes an angular relationship : 
|Kl=2 Ik J sin8 s/2 (8) 

where 9 is the scattering angle (fig.2a). In this study, as will be seen 
s _2 

further on, the ratio w/o>© is always small (<UA*ÇIO ) , so that the relation 
(8) is sufficient for all the cases treated here. 

Equations (6), (7) were derived assuming tbat the plasma wave and 
the e.m. wave were plane waves* interacting in a volume large compared to all 
wavelengths involved. The experimental conditions must be studied carefully in 
order to be sure that the measurement of the wave vector K is significant 
(see S II.2). 

Obviously, a diagnosis of density fluctuations is possible only 
when the plasma is transparent to the incident and scattered e.m. waves. This 
implies that u<>, til > w " Cft2n a-/11^0) '» i n order to have propagation throu
ghout the plasma, and to minimize refraction effects. We will only consider 
ordinary g.m. waves (E0 x Bo • o, where 8» is the static magnetic field) so 
that the refractive index u is u « (1-u2 /o) 2*) 1^- A more detailed analysis 
of the refraction effects on a scattering measurement will be made in § II.2.c. 

The scattered power is related to the power carried by the incident 
cm. -wave beam by 

dP - 4<, r 0
2 (u An«) z n. V SÔT-t, u) -ux») dfl dajlt <9) 
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n I 

" J -
i i x n 

Obviously one must have w . T » I and K . V » 1. 
' m m min 

As a result the integration time T and the width of tbe scattering volume 

X ~ V (fig.2b) put severe restrictions on the measurement of a spectrum. 

In the case of uncorrelated thermal fluctuations ST„(K,ti>) Am™ 

is of the order of one, and the scattering cross section is proportionnai to 

n V, the number of electrons in the scattering volume. This corresponds to 

classical Thomson scattering. In the case of non thermal fluctuations, form

ulas CIO) and (12) show that îï V ?(K,LO) dtu 5;!nl2 V d w /ûiï AE ,- the 

scattering cross section is proportionnai to the fluctuation density squared. 

For instance, with : 

1 

where $ 0 is the Foynting flux in the incident beam, r„ is the classical 

electron radius, V is the scattering volume, n the average electron densi

ty, dfi the receiver solid angle, du) /2ir the receiver frequency bandwith, and 

S(K,LJ) the normalized spectral density of the electron density fluctuations. 

S(K,ti)) is given by 

< I n(K»u>)| > v T - nfi S(K,w) (10) 

where the bracket means a space and time average. 

When KA- » I, S(K,W) results only from the uncorrelated electron motions 

and yields the electron temperature and density. We will only consider the 

case where KA- « 1 ; then the scattering is produced by collective oscil

lations of the electrons, either due to thermal fluctuations (uncorrelated 

ion motions, thermal sound and plasma waves), or to non thermal fluctuations 

(unstable waves, turbulence, externaly induced waves). Note that the condi

tions for collective scattering are : 

llcl A D « I Ola) 
or, using (8), when u)/to0 « 1 

2 ko A D sin 6/2 « 1 (lib) 

Condition (lib) sets severe restrictions upon the scattering angle 9 when 

one uses short probing wavelengths. In the following, only non thermal den

sity fluctuations will be considered. 

When S (K,(u) is obtained from the scattering measurement, the 

value of the electron density fluctuations, averaged in the scattering volume 

V and during some integration time T can be deduced by 

< I n(r,t)| 2 > v T - (2T)" 4 ïï^ f + " S(lT,ui) dK* doi (12) 
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A ? - I03cm"3 

the ratio Turbulent scattered power ,-3 
ThomsoiTscattered power 

This shows that4 as far as the detection of a very low scattered power is 

considered, the measurement of the plasma turbulence at a moderate level 

(n/n £10~ ) is much easier than Thomson scattering. 

11.2 Geometrical conditions for scattering 

Zn part I, the values of the expected wave vectors and frequencies 

for small scale turbulence have been given. The frequency shifts and the wave 

vectors of e.n. waves scattered by this turbulence can be deduced by using the 

equations (6) to (8) of S II.I* A scattering experiment is performed by recor

ding a scattered signal in tbe time and/or frequency domain for various values of 

the wave vector K (fig.2.a.) 

Then, the frequency and wave vector spectrum S(K,tu) of the tur

bulence can be constructed. Only the poloidal wave vector spectrum measurement 

will be considered now, because of the remarks developped in §1.2.a. 

II.2.a The scattering angle 

It has already been shown that, as high frequency e,o, waves have 

-9 

to be used* one has u/uie < 10 and equation (7) on wave vectors can be re

placed by equation (8). This is an almost linear relationship between the 

measured wave vector K and the scattering angle 9 » when k<, (• 2TT/X©) is 

given. On the other hand, when the fluctuations wave vector K (• 2ÏÏ/A) is 

given, it is readily seen that the scattering angle 8 increases with the 

probing wavelength X». Indeed : 

e s=2sin8 /2 - K/ko - X«/A (13) 

The scattering angles for K » 4 cm and JOcai" for various wavelengths Xo 

are given in table II and fig.3. 

The advantages of large scattering angles are : 

- better definition of the scattering volume (fig.2b) 

- easier angle measurement 



- less direct light from the incident beam into the detector. 

On the contrary, the accuracy of a scattering measurement with angles as low 

.4 
as 0.04 degree —7.10 radian, as indicated for A« • 10pm, seems question
naire. 

T**e analysis of scattering angles with realistic turbulence para

meters clearly leads to a preference for large probing wavelengths X e. 

II.2.b Scattering volume and .space resolution 

A scattering volume is represented in £ig.2.b by its cross sec

tion in the poloidal plane. It is a simplified figure. Firstly, the beam 

edges are not actually sharp and the true intensity profiles might be taken 

into account to improve scattering calculations £17]* Here, we assume some

what, arbitrary edges where the Poynting flux has half its value at center. 

The beam diameter d is defined as the FWHM diameter with respect to power 

flux which is usually known in microwave devices. Secondly, actual beams 

always have an angular divergence due to tbr. law of "étendue" conservation. 

Beam divergence is taken into account in defining d, but is assumed to be 

small ; so that the cross section of the volume is approximated by a paral

lelogram. At a distance D from an aperture, d is roughly given by [16,18] 

d = (D2 Ô 2 + 3 2 d „ 2 ) l / a (14) 

Where d« is the aperture diameter, 0^1, and ô la the FWHM divergence 

angle of the beam* Assuming further that the two intersecting beams have 

equal diameters, the width X and length L of the scattering volume of fig. 

2.b axe given by 

X - d/cos (8g/2) - d (15a) 

L - d/sin <efl/2) - 2d/eg (15b) 

The thickness of the scattering volume of course is - d. 

For small scattering angles, the length L is a sensitive function of 8 

which in turn is a function of \e (table II and fig.3). Indeed, formulas 

(13) and (IS) yield 

L - 2dA/Xo (16) 

where A is the wavelength of the fluctuations which are measured. L is given 

in table III for various wavelengths, K * 4cm and 10cm" . 

FWHM : Full width at half maximum intensity. 
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The values of L obtained by using (16) are in fact overestimated. 
Indeed, in a scattering measurement the corners of the scattering volume have 
a weight 1/4 with respect to the center, as the edges of each beam have been 
defined at 1/2 maximum Poynting flux. If one defines a FHHM size of the 
scattering volume, then, its width X' and length L* are roughly X//5" and 
L//2 respectively (assuming a Gaussian intensity profile). 

In order to have a reasonable space resolution in a measurement, 
one expects to have both X' and L 1 smaller than the plasma radius. It seems 
easy to reduce X to a small value, but the optimum value of X is related to 
the wave vector resolution! see S II.2.d. For this reason, 1/ has been com
puted in table III with X * d • 6cm. As table III shows, L' becomes very 
large and space resolution along the beams is completely lost when X 0 decre
ases. 

However, acceptable space resolution is obtained, with respect 
to a 200cm plasma larger radius, when Xo >l.4mm for K * 4cm~ and Xe > 1mm 
for K 3* I0cm~ . Thus the space resolution is an important point to recommend 
the use of large wavelengths A 0. 

On the other hand, the actual value of the scattering volume enters 
in formula (9) giving the scattered power. The larger the volume, the larger 
will be the scattered power* Assuming cylindrical beams of equal FWHH diameter 
d, the volume is roughly given by 

V * ird3/4sin 6 (17) 
s 

which can also be writ en V - irdXL/8. It is thus evident, according to (13), 
that V increases as A«~ for constant diameter beams, giving some gain in 
the scattered power to the shortest probing wavelengths while space resolu
tion is becoming worse. 

II.2.c Propagation and refraction 
As only electromagnetic waves propagating in the ordinary mode 

(Eo x Be * o) will be considered here, the plasma index of refraction is 
given by 

W - O-u */«•") V 2 (18) 
where io0 is the e.tn. waves frequency and to * n (e!/nee) is proportionnai to the 
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plasma electron density. Of course, propagating waves must be such that w«>upoiax, 

otherwise they would be reflected on some critical layer in the plasma. One can 

define a critical electron density for a wave of frequency OJ„ such that up 2 (n ) • 

ale2, that is : 

n, - u. 2<e a/Be,)" 1 (19) 
then : c i/, 

u - (I-n /n ) i / 2 (20) 
14 —3 

To a critical density n • 10 cm corresponds f« - 90 GHz i.e. Ao-3mni. 
e 14 -

Values of n for different wavelengths and of u for an electron density n • 10 cm 

are given in table IV. At can be seen that u differs appreciably from 1 when the 

wavelength X„ exceeds approximately 1mm, that is U 0/2IT « f a « 3006Hz» 

It bas to be noticed that the ratio n /n which determines 1-p is a 

quadratic function of the e.m. wave frequency fo although it is a linear function 

of the electron density. A moderate increase of fa will result in a significant 

decrease of n_/n and 1-u. This can easily be seen in figures 4 and 5, wï.ere y is 

plotted versus the plasma density and the wave frequency. Thus, if relationship 

(18) suggests to use as high a frequency as possible in order to have u close to'!., 

this can be quantitatively estimated by using figures 4 and 5. 

When u is not cloce enough to 1, an e.m. wave beam is bent towards 

the exterior of the plasma by refraction. In the case of transmission or inter

ferometer measurements, it is essential to have rectilinear trajectories in order 

to collect the emergent beam in an aperture -usually small- whatever the plasma 

density is. In the case of scattering measurements, collecting the incident beam 

is not useful- usually it is avoided- and one has to receive scattered radiation 

at an angle 6 , Bending of the beams is not so critical as far as one is able to 

control this effect. When the plasma electron density distribution in space is 

known, for instance by multichannel interferometry, the exact trajectories of 

microwave (or F.I.R.) beams launched or received can be computed by a numerical 

code. 

A firjt estimation of the importance of refraction effects in a 

microwave scattering experiment can be done analytically in the case of an 

axisymmetric plasma with a parabolic density profile : 

nfi(r) - n e o(l-r
2/a 2) (21) 

Beam trajectories can be computed [19,20] and their deviation angle when emerging 

from the plasma is 4\ ¥ reaches a maximum ?max for some value of the impact para

meter 

fmax - sin"1 (n /n ) (22) 
eo c 

This probably is an overestimation for the flat density profiles of J.E.T. Sow 

fmax can be compared to the scattering angle 8 S given by (13), in order to esti

mate the eventual change in 6 S induced by refraction. As n and d s both depend 

on the e.m. wave frequency fa or wavelength A„ , one can obtain the wavelength 

/o* for which Itaax =• 6 S : 



Xo* (mm) - M CIO !*«^A) _ I <23a) 
or ft(SHz>- 270 A(lO~ Kn e o) <**» 
where A is, the turbulent fluctuation wavelength (A - 2ir/K) and n , the cen-

*-3 14 -3 7 
tral electron density, is in cm . For n « 2.10 cm , the maximum density 
in J.E.T., and A - 2 cm (&-3cm~l, see table I) one bas X* - 280um (f *- 1080 6Hz). 
In order to completely neglect refraction effects, one should have ftnax-gd /!0 
for instance, that is \o-$30;im. Aa a parabolic density profile is unlikely to 
be present in J.E.T., these figures are not strictly exact. However, it seems 
that to measure fluctuations with wavelengths A as long as 2cm, (or K — 3cm )> 
refraction effects can be neglected only if one uses a CO. laser source at 
A« « lOum. the values of X B and X«*/*10 are plotted versus A, for n f t o « 2.10" cm, 
in figure 6. 

As was already mentionned, scattering measurements can be performed 
if refraction effec's are calculated. This is so when the plasma density pro
file is measured ; then the beam trajectories can be determined. A special code 
for microwave scattering in the T.F.R. plasma was developped [21] and has been 
currently used in running the experiment. This code is valid only for an axisyia-
metric plasma with a parabolic density profile. It computes : 
- the e:cact trajectories of the microwave beams defined by the emitting and recei
ving antennae, for various incident angles and any plasma density. 
- the location of the intersection of the beams, the size of the scattering 
volume. 
- the effective scattering angle 0 , the components of the wave vector K (for
mula (7>), and its RMS variation over the scattering volume. All scattering 13 -3 measurements in T.F.R. for n >4.10 cm utilize this code, eo 

In order to correctly analyse refraction effects in a non-axisymmetric 
and non-parabolic plasma as J.E.T., a new code has be'-n developped in Fontenay. 
For the moment, the plasma iso-density surfaces are ellipses, with various radial 
density profiles (other plasma shapes could be introduced as well).The code has 
been used to obtain the trajectories of various microwave sets of rays at X» <* 
2.2mm (fig.7), 1.4mm (fig.8) and 1.0mm (fig.9). Ray trajectories also have been 
computed for the F.I.R. interferometer at \ e • 195pm. The code computes the 
angle ¥ and all the relevant scattering parameters. It thus can be used to 
simulate microwave or F.I.R. scattering geometries for any beam incidence and 
to optimize the design. Later, it may be used as a on-line cade to run the ex
periment. 
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To conclude this cnalysis of refraction effects : 

- refraction must be taken into account for any microwave or F.I.R. measu

rement of drift wave type turbulence, unless A0-£30um. 

- refraction remains moderate for A«^ 1.5mm and can easily be controlled 

by existing numerical treatment. 

II.2.d Resolution in the wave vector spectrum 

The resolution in the wave-vector spectrum measurement is an im

portant point in a scattering experiment. R-resolution is limited by two 

factors at least : 

- the natural divergence of the probing beams, which introduces an intru-

mental width in the measurement of scattering angle 6 and then of K (fig2.a) 

- the finite size of the scattering volume, as compared to the fluctuation 

wavelength to be analyzed, which introduces a natural spread in the emission 

of the scattered power. 

(i)_Bgam_divergence 

By using formule (8), one sees that the spread in the wave vector 

measurement is : 

AK d - ko (cos8g/2) A6 s 

where A8 is the spread of the scattering angle in the scattering volume. 

Assuming that the two probing beams have the same FWHM angular width 6, it 

can be shown that A6 » 6JÏ (Gaussian intensity profiles). On the other hand, 

diffraction laws and measurements show that : 

5 - oA/de (24) 

where d« is the antenna or aperture diameter and cul. So that AK, is given 

by : 

AK d * 2 W 2 " <coses/2)/d„ (25) 

and the relative uncertainty on K by 

AKj/K - a»^ A/do (26) 

where A is the fluctuation wavelength (A-2ir/K). So, the aperture diameter do 

has to be much larger than A in order to reduce this uncertainty, whatever 

is X0. This explains why the space resolution in §11.2.b has been studied with 

a beam width - 6cm indépendant of A«. Remark that focusing the beams in the 

region of interest would increase A8 a ; it thus seems that the only means to 

reduce AK. is to have almost parallel beams with diameters as large as possible. 
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(ii) Sçatçering_unçert§intz 

It can be seen in fig.2.b that, in the poloidal plane, the wave 

vector K to be analyzed is parallel to the short diagonal X of the paral

lelogram. In the e.m. wave scattering theory, it can be shown that rela

tion (7) is verified with an uncertainty AK U which depends on X. Indeed, 

taking AK -Ik - k» - Kl- Ak , and assuming that the beams have sharp edges 

as in fig.2.b, the scattered intensity then has an angular distribution 

about AK » o, I - !(sinAKX/2)/(AKX/2) ] . The FWHM width is : 

AK.X = <n/ï 
In the case of Gaussian beams, it can be shown that AK X • 4 ln2. X is given 

by (15), so that 

AK u = !>•/% cos(es/2)d"' 

with d given by (14), and the relative uncertainty on K is 

AK a/K = A/X = A/d 

This demonstrates the need of large diameter beams in the region of scattering 

in order to have a sufficient resolution in wave vector measurement. Again, it 

is inefficient to focus in order to reduce the scattering volume below a width 

X ~ 2-f3 A _, • These constraints are not contradictory with those obtained in mas. 

(i) from beam divergence. In any case, relations (26) and (29) show that the 

aperture and beam diameters have to be large with respect to the maximum 

wavelength expected for the density fluctuations, whatever is the probing 

wavelength. The choice of the effective beam diameter will result from a com

promise between space resolution (relation (16)) and wave vector resolution. 

Assuming, from part I, A « 2ir/K . - 243cm, a beam diameter- 6cm has been 
max nui 

assumed to estimate the space resolution (table III. §11.2.b). 

(iii) QP^îpi?iBS_the_wayg_ygçtor_resolutiqn 

The wave vector resolution depends both on angular divergence and 

on beam width in the scattering volume. In Che case where the density fluc

tuations have a broad wavevector spectrum, as is measured in T.F.R. and P.L.T, 

this gives an intrumental width ÛK ~ (AK.2 + AK a ) l h . Can this be mini

mized ? 

a) In the case of microwave antennae, usual aperture theory is pro

bably the most accurate, so that the beam FWHM diameter can be given by (14) 

with 82-Sl close to the antenna, and g2~ 0 as soon as D is larger than the 



a smoothly varying intensity pattern is that D be at least of the order 

of Op = d„2/Xo. Then the aperture represents 1/4 of a Fresnel zone, and 

the intensity on axis decreases as 1/Da. Then one can write : 

Mtot a 2" d o" 1 < Z a 2 + V / a 2 D 2 ) ' / 2 

where a « 1 ; the first term represents the angular divergence contribution» 

and the second term the scattering volume contribution. Zt can be seen that 

for D = D_ both contributions are of the same order, but oK has no mi

nimum. For instance, do • 5cm, a • 1 yield AK * 2.2cm at D • Dp and 

â K t o t • 1.8cm"
1 at D • 3Dp. 

The relative uncertainty on R is obtained as 

(AK/K) t o t = Ad."
1 (2a2 + DpVo*»*) 1^ 

If one needs a resolution AK/K-S 1/N, where N is a number >1, then, to mea

sure fluctuations with a wavelength A("2ir/K)f one must have d©£NAv^ at 

D - D p. 

The microwave antenna aperture and the probing wavelength Xa can 

be optimized if one assumes that the measurement distance D and the wave

length of the fluctuations A are given. Then one must have : 

D - D F - d.
2A« 

and 

d* ̂ NA/5 

This is possible if X 0 23*i
2A2/l> 

With A * 1cm, D * 100cm. N • 3 this leads to d 0 .̂Scm and X« ~ 2.7mm. 

(fo - UOGHs). a probing wavelength which is difficult to use in a dense 
14 -3 

plasma (n - 10 cm ) due to refraction, as was shown in § II.2.c. 

However this puts the emphasis on the use of large wavelengths 

to perform an accurate K spectrum measurement in the expected range. 

It is also possible to calculate the relative uncertainty in the 

measurement of the wave vector spectrum at a distance D • D_ using equa-

tï.cv. (31) and assuming do • 5cm, a value which seems consistent with the 

range of K. xhis is made in table V, which gives the resolution number 

N and AK/K « AAA as a function of the fluctuation wavelength A. It should 

be mentionned that this resolution is indépendant of the probing wavelength. 

The only parameter which depends on A» is the Fraunhofer distance Dp. In 
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Che case of microwave horn antennae, the measurement distance D should 
remain larger than ~ D_/2 in order to assume a smooth beam. However, 
in the case of other types of microwave antennae, such as parabolas, 
it is likely that the Fraunhofer distance is no longer D^, calculated 
with the bsam diameter, but a much shorter distance, depending on the 
primary feed. 

b) In the case of beams issued from a laser, the theory of Gaussian 
beams [!8,27] applies ; the wavefronts and intensities are assumed 
to be smooth at any distance ; formulas (24) to (29) are still relevant, 
with somewhat different values of the parameters a and S, so that the 
general properties of wave vector resolution derived here are still valid. 

Indeed, if w is the 1/e-diameter at the Gaus9ian beam "waist" 
one should replace d by w in formulas (14) and (24) to (26), where a and 
g should take respectively the values 2/H and I. In the case where the beam 
waists are located outside the plasma, for instance at the windows, formu
las (27) to (29) are still useful, with d given by (14). Formula (30) no» 
must be derived with S • 1 and D *&£ D_, which yields 

/w) h Au2 . (4/w) <2 + (ln2r>"' ; - 6.4/v (30a) 

In the more realistic case where the beam waists are located in the scat
tering region, d has to be replaced by w in formulas (27) to (29). One 
finds that AlC is again given by (30a), while the relative uncertainty on 
the K measurement is given in both cases by 

(oK/K) t ( > t = A/w (31a) 

As could be guessed, the beam waist has to be much larger than the maximum 
wavelength of the fluctuations one expects to measure in the plasma. Looking 
at table I, deduced in part I of this report, which gives K = 211/A, shows 
that A ^ 2 * 3 cm. Then, using equations (30a) - (31a) it is possible to 
estimate the required value for w. Then, the windows and optical components 
diameters can be calculated, taking into account beam divergence (14) and 
transmission efficiency [18] . 



~l 
II.3 - Time domain and frequency resolution 

In part I* the range of frequencies of the turbulence expected in 

J.E.T. has been given : a few kilohertz to a few megahertz. In § II.1, it 
2 

has been mentioned that the scattering cross section r S(K,u) was a time 

average, such that one should have u . T >5> I. 

(u . is the minimum frequency of the fluctuations, T is the measurement 
nun 

time constant). 

* what time resolution can be expected in the measurement ? 

- hov to detect a very low level scattered signal with a very low frequency 

shift w - w n given by (6), with u/2II ̂  1 kHz ? 

s w 
Ci) £îïïÊ_EiS£l2£i2D 

The time resolution T must exceed by a factor N the period of the 
lowest frequency fluctuation which has to be measured. For iuatance, to 

measure f . • 1 kHz requires that T - N msec. The frequency will then be 
nun 

measured with a resolution ûf/f ^ 1/N. This is equivalent to measure f witb 

a bandwidth b » f/N * I/T. 

Also, to improve the signal to noise ratio some integration time 

T' may be necessary. If the receiver has a bandwidth b ^ f/N, where f is 

the frequency of the fluctuations to be measured, then the signal to noise 

1/2 

ratio may be improved by a factor T\ = (bx1) . It is assumed that the de

tector or receiver has a wide band random noise. Obviously T' iust satisfy 

t' ̂  T • 1/b. Thus, the effective time resolution, or averaging time in the 

scattering measurement, depends both on the frequency to be measured and on 

the signal to noise ratio at the receiver front end. 

<ii) deteçtion_S2S£êÏÏ 

In any scheme (MW or FIR), the detection system will include a 

cristal detector» which rectifies the high frequency field (f = c/\ ), 

followed by an amplification system. The sensitivity of the system depends 

on the cristal noise itself and on the noise level at the input of the first 

amplifier following the cristal. A comparison of the detection sensitivities 

from the microwave range to the far infrared is out of the scope of this 

study and has been made in reference 22. It is well knotm [22 and references 

therein] that heterodyne detection yields a lower noise level (typically 

10 T 10" Watt/Hz) than video detection:"1^ Heterodyne detection requires a 

local oscillator, which,in case of low frequency turbulence measurement,must 

be frequency locked to the source of the primary beam E 21 ] . This can easily 

—12 —13 1/2 
(+) typically 10 * 10 watt/Hz ' for video detection 
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be achieved with microwave oscillators [21,23] , but is much more difficult 
with lasers. Indeed, one should have two lasers oscillating at slightly dif
ferent frequencies, and the beat frequency must be controlled with an accu
racy if <C f . (minimum frequency to be measured) [21] . 

Heterodyne detection can also be performed by using a beam derived 
from the source as a local oscillator ; this is called here homodyne de
tection. Good sensitivity is retained and the system seems very simple, but 
there is a drawback. The beam scattered from the plasma beats with a beam 
coming from the same source and this makes an interferometer set-up. The 
phase shift due to refraction throughout the plasma must be negligible in 
order to avoid unwanted signals while the density varies. Indeed, the phase 
shift due to a plasma of integrated line density nX. is 

*V - r„x ÔL (32) 
G O 

-13 where r - 2.8 10 cm is the classical electron radius, and X the probing 
0 — IA _3 ° 

wavelength. With n =• 10 cm and L » 100 cm, equation (32) shows that $<P is 
appreciable, even with the 10 urn laser. Thus, homodyne detection has to he 
examined seriously from this point of view. 

Actual heterodyne detection has two important advantages over 
homodyne detection : 

(+) 
- the detection of the scattered radiation at an intermediate frequency F. 
allows to distinguish positive and negative frequency shifts with respect 
to the microwave (or F.I.R.) source. This, in turn, indicates the direction 
of propagation of the turbulent waves in the plasma, as can be deduced from 
formulas (6) (7)* Such an information is very important to compare the den
sity fluctuations with the theoretical predictions [2,21 ] . 
- the scattered signal can be amplified in a frequency band about F., usually 
several tens of megahertz, where the first amplifier noise is 10 to 20 times 
lower than at the low frequencies implied by homodyne detection. Thus, the 
overall sensitivity of the detection system is better. Typically, a SEP of —19 2 s 4 10 W/Hz is achieved at microwave 
Schottky diodes (without time averaging), 

**>M>Baa*e>ia>M| 

—19 2 s 4 10 U/Hz is achieved at microwave frequencies with room temperature 

(iii) ggattered_signal_çonditionning 
Obviously the scattered signal, after amplification, must be 

frequency analyzed, in order to reconstruct the turbulence spectrum S(w). 
It must also be monitored in time during the tokamak discharge, in order 

(+) F. is the frequency beat between the local oscillator and the radiation 
source. 
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to deduce the time evolution of the turbu

lence. Some methods have been developped [21,23] , using classical spec

trum analyzers and fixed frequency filters. The most promising method is 

probably to use an array of filters, because this allows simultaneous 

frequency analysis and time monitoring of the turbulence. Data acquisition 

and computerization of course strongly help signal analysis, and are 

required in any case. This will be studied in a further report. 

II.4 - Ratio of scattered power to incideTit power 

Using equations (9) and (12), it is possible to derive an equation 

giving the ratio of the scattered power to the power carried by the incident 

e.m. beam. This ratio is estimated here for powers available in the plasma 

vacuum vessel, i.e. neglecting any transmission problem due to windows, fi

nite apertures, attenuation of transmission lines, etc... 

From (12) one can derive : 

naSCK",u) dais/2n *<|n1(r,t)|
2 > (du^/ûu) (2lI)3/£? (33) 

where Au, and /SC are the spectrum widths of the turbulence. Thus, one 

obtains : 

dP s/P i n c - ( r Q

2 £ ) dîïV n e

2 < \n/nj2 > (d»g/Au> (2n)3/tfT (34) 

where Z is some equivalent surface of the incident e.m. beam, defined by 

Z * ?!_-/• » where ij> is the average Poyting flux in the beam at the scat-
2 -25 2 

tering volume, itue to r ^ 1 0 cm , dp /p. always has very low values. 

Equation (34) can be used to estimate the minimum value of e » 

n/n which can be measured, assuming that the power ratio dPs/Pinc is 

determined by technical limits (e.g. source power, detection sensitivity*l. 

Such a calculation requires the data associated to each experimental 

technique. This can only be done when the probing wavelength \ is chosen. 



11,5 - Water vapour absorption in air 
As transmission lengths of typically SO meters will exist in the 

J.E.T. experimental area for a scattering system» it is important to exa
mine air absorption. 

Microwave data [24] indicate absorption of 1 to 10 dB/fcm ' at 
sea level in good "windows" in the range 140 GHz - 400 GHz (Fig. 10). The 
windows are located roughly at 130» 230 and 360 GHz. Negligible absorption 
(<0.5 dB) will occur over a SO meter length at these frequencies ; however 
the ranges 183 ± 10 GHz and 325 ± 10 GHz should be dismissed as they would 
yield an unuseful absorption ^ 3 dB. 

In the F.I.R. range, H«0 absorption increases and reaches values 
of 50 dB/km near 400 urn in the best "windows" [25] . At certain wavelengths, 
'-.he absorption reaches values as high as 10 dB/meter. Thus, the choice of a 
wavelength for scattering must take absorption into account, as this could 
strongly deteriorate the power ratio which has been given in the preceeding 
section. Dry gas transmission lines might be needed to solve this problem, 
as in the case of the F.I.R. interferometer [28]. 

II.6 - Plasma radiation 
As quoted in the preceding section, the ratio of the e.m. wave power 

scattered from density fluctuations - and collected - to the e.m. power intro
duced in the primary beam is very small. This can be estimated as 10~ £ 10 
in the case of expected drift wave turbulence, with realistic parameters 
(see § III.4)» One then can ask if the scattered power dP„, which contains the 
relevant information, will be greater than the radiation power received from 
the plasma by the same detector. Assuming that the probing beams have been 
optimized, that the turbulence is defined, the collected power dP is propor
tional to n <jn/n I >P. • Thus, a lower limit for dP_ means a lower limit 

e e' m e S 
simultaneously for the plasma density, the fluctuation level and the source 
power. 

(+) Power ratios in decibels are given by ct(dB) » 10 log._(P'/P). 
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(i) Bremsstrahlung 

In the range of wavelengths of interest (X * 10 \im) and of electron 

temperatures considered in J.E.T. (T <lû keV), a semi-classical model for 

bremsstrahlung emission must he used. Also, free-bound radiation can be neglected. 

Indeed, two necessary conditions are simultaneously fulfilled : 

•tWkT « 1 and I > 77 lO - 3 Z 2 

e e 

2 . . . 
where T is in keV units and Z can be replaced by the effective ion charge in 

e 
the tokamak plasma, Z r f f (1 < Z g f £ < 3). 

Then, using the equations given by '3. Bekefi in reference [13], 

the Gaunt factor is 

G (Te,f) -V3/n (20.1 + In T e/f) 

where T is the electron temperature (keV) and f the radiation frequency (GHz). 
e 

The plasma emissivity is given by 

J„ " 2- 6 10- I 8v(10-' 3n e)
2 zeff T e " 1 / Z 5 < V f ) 

-3 -I -1 . -3 
where j is in units of watts x cm x ster x MHz and n £ in cm ; 

v is the refractive index. The factor 

n ^ g G(Te,f) - 20.1 + In (Te/f) 

has a weak variation with wavelength and temperature as shown in the following 

table 

\ 2.1 mm 1.3 mm 385 Um 10 urn 

15.9 1S.4 13.2 '0.5 

16.8 16.3 15.1 11,* 

17.5 17.0 15.B 12.1 

2 keV 

e 5 keV 

10 keV 



To estimate the bremsstrahlung emissivity of the J.E.T. plasma, 

we take 

5 keV 

X - 1.3 mm (230 GHz) 

We obtain 

j - 0.9 lo" watts x cm x ster ' x MHz 

Emissivity at other wavelengths and temperatures in comparable ; exact values 

can be deduced by using the table. 

The bremsstrahlung power incident in a far infrared or in a micro

wave receiver can be estimated as follows ; 

plasma volume observed V » AS . D (D : plasma diameter) 

2 
beam "étendue" AS . AÎÎ - a X 

(with a<€ ïï /I6 for microwave beams, a ~ 1/4 for Gaussian beams). 

Then» the bremsstrahlung power received (at window or antenna) can be determined 

dP. - a X2 D brent j du/2II 

d P bre» <»a"/M>fe> 

1.3 nm 

4.10 

385 \m 

lO" 1 5 

10 pm 

6 . . 0 - ' 9 

14 -3 
Conditions : n • 10 era , I » 5 keV , Z „, » 2 , D - 4 m. 

e e err 

In the whole range of wavelengths, this radiation is at a low level, 

comparable to or less than the minimum detectable power of the scattering system, 
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(ii) Electron_ç2çlotron_rgsonançe 

Calculations of the electron cyclotron emission have been performed 

[32,35], taking into account the various scenarios which have been proposed 

for the J.E.T. plasma [31]. These calculations also take into account the 

harmonics overlap due to the large aspect ratio of J.E.T., the plasma reabsorp

tion of radiation and the eventual wall reflections. The following conclusions 

can be drawn ; 

a) radiation is emitted only in the frequency range 60 GHz < £ < 500 GHz 

(wavelengths 0.6 mm < \ < 5 mm) with various spectra depending on the scenario 

(B_ m 2.8 to 3.4 Tesla at R - 2.96 m). Thus, only long wavelength scattering 

experiments are concerned with this radiation. 

b) the maximum intensity level, obtained at the spectrum >eak in 

normal J.E.T. conditions, in the extraordinary mode» is estimated to be 

14 -3 
Conditions : B * 2 . 8 T . , T - 3 fceV, n - I.10 era 

T ' eo eo 

This is close to black-body radiation at T = 3 keV, due to reabsorption 

(fig.15). In figure 16 are shown similar results at T * 5 keV. 

c) in the ordinary mode, which can be used for scattering, the 

emission is in principle 10 times lower (fig.15a), but it may reach one half 

of the E mode emission (fig.15b) or more, depending on the wall reflection and 

depolarization factors. 

The upper limit of cyclotron radiation power in a microwave receiver 

such as the one described in § III can then be estimated. The scattering system 

is supposed to use the ordinary polarization for the electric field, so that 

extraordinary mode calculation of the emission leads to an over-estimation. 
—fi 2 

With X - 1 mm, dS . d£ ~ 10 o , one obtains at T ~ 3 T 5 keV 

d P 1 4 0.5 + 1 x 10 watt/MHz (E mode) 

-9 d ? c 1 •£ 0.2 T 0,4 x 10 watt/MHz (0 mode) 
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Both results are much larger than the noise level of a super-heterodyne 
—13 

microwave receiver (dP ~ l * 4 10 watt/MHz at the mixer). Thus» at milli
meter wavelengths electron cyclotron radiation sets the sensitivity limit to 
the collective scattering measurement. This conclusion may be extended to shorter 
wavelengths, namely X > 0.6 mm (T •£ 5 fceV» B_ * 2.8 T), or even X > 0.3 mm f 

with T g - 10 keV, B-, - 3.4 T (figure 6 in ref. £333). 

It is worth noting that a non thermal electron cyclotron radiation, 
higher than the black body level» has been observed in tokamaks under certain 
operating conditions (low density, high runaway production rate) [31*]. However, 
success has been obtained in avoiding such regimes in most of the present 
generation tokamaks ; those regimes were not taken into account here. 



Ill TOBBULENCE MEASUREMENT IK J.E.T. BY MICROWAVE SCATTERING 

Due to a number of advantages of using large probing wavelengths and 
microwave systems, and to the wide experience of European laboratories (mainly Fontenay) 
in microwave scattering measurements, a microwave scattering system is being studied 
to measure the turbulence in J.E.T. 

III.l Choice of a wavelength. 
The advantages of using long wavelengths (Xo> 1 mm), despite the need for 

taking plasma refraction into account, are the following : 
- larger scattering angles, easier to measure (§ II.2.a, table II, fig.3), 
- space resolution compatible with the J.E.T. plasma (5 II.2.b, table III), 
- increased sensitivity using heterodyne detection (§ II.3), 
- possibility of measuring the direction of propagation of the plasma 
waves (§ II.3), 

- no sensitivity to the machine vibrations when using waveguides, 
- impossibility of misalignement (due to waveguides), except with vacuum 

chamber deformation. 
On the other hand, it has been shown that plasma refraction had to be taken 

into account for all wavelengths larger than 30 urn (§ II.l.c).for turbu
lence with Kj, p . . •*- 1, 

The study of the second part of this report has given quantitative insight 
to the space and wave vector resolution problems, as well as to the refraction effects. 
The choice of a wavelength in Che range 1 ram-*- 1.5 mm allows one to keep the advan
tages of microwaves and to reduce the refraction effects to an acceptable level, 
as shown by the computer calculations (fig. 8 and 9). The beam trajectories and the 
scattering parameters can be calculated by a code, provided that the plasma electron 
density distribution is measured ; this could be done on a real time basis. 

In the range 1 ram<Xo< 1.5 mm, the choice of the wavelength depends on 
technical considerations, and not only on the fact that refraction is less important at 
1 mm (see table IV). A detailed technical study might be necessary to answer defini
tely this question. For the moment, we have noted certain advantages in the ciioice 
of a frequency fo - 220-J-230 GHz, i.e. A - 1.30 -s-1.36 mm 
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- Microwave sources exist, with a guaranteed power P. * 0.5 watt or t watt. 
- Waveguides components auch as attenuators, power dividers, are currently manufac

tured. 
- This frequency has the lowest attenuation in fundamental waveguide for fo > 170 GHz. 
- The mixer of the receiver will probably have a better noise figure 

(sensitivity) than at 300 GHz (due to a lower conversion loss). 
- This is a region of minimum absorption by H 2 0 in air (~ 6dB/km, fig.10). 

This last point is not fundamental for building a microwave system in 
J.E.T., because water vapour absorption will not be comparable to wave guide attenua
tion, estimated to 0.2 dB/m in oversized waveguide . However, it is thought that 
the choice of a window in atmospheric water vapour absorption is essential to other 
users of microwaves, e.g. astronomers and geophysicists. Then, the common choice of 
such a wavelength by different users gives the opportunity to have sensitive 
mixers and other narrow band components studied and built simultaneously. An example 
of such a collaboration is given by the laboratories of Appleton, Bonn, Cork and 
Meudon which build sensitive mixers with a common supply of advanced crystals. Note 
that another frequency Co meet similar requirements is fo —350 GR2 (\o~0.S5 mm). 
However, it may be thought that Che availability of microwave components for this 
frequency is poor» Reliability of powerful microwave sources at such a frequency 
seems questionable» and microwave components would have to be specially built. The 
same statements can be made for the frequency of 300 GHz (X~l mm), which is no longer 
at an atmospheric window, except that a few microwave components for this frequency 
might eventually be purchased. As already stated, a detailed financial and technical 
study would be necessary to choose a frequency higher than 230 GHz. 

III.2 Wave vector spectrum and beam set-up. 
III.2.a General set-up. 

The scattering angles, studied in part II (§ II.2.a), are given in table II 
for the various wavelengths of interest. As they are small for the expected low 
frequency turbulence (e.g. 5° at Ao = 1.4 mm and K • 4 cm" ), very well collimated 
microwave beams must be used, and the angles must be accurately determined. Three 
ways of varying the scattering angles have been used to measure the wave vector 
spectrum : 

- movable horns in the vacuum vessel with rigid transmission waveguides ; the 
emitter and receiver systems follow the horn motion [ I, 3] . 

C •*•) this attenuation has bepn measured at 140 GHz in RG-52 waveguide and should 
remain roughly the same at upper frequencies, 

file:///o~0.S5
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- movable horns with flexible short length waveguides, allowing one to use fixed 
emitter and receiver systems [23j, 

- array of fixed microwave emitting and receiving antennas installed in the 
vacuum chamber [4, 7]. 

J 

The first solution has probably to be disregarded for a diagnostic in 
J.E.T., because it implies that all the microwave sources, components and amplifiers 
be very close to the vacuum ports (~2 meters). The second solution allows one to 
have long transmission lines to the experimentalists area, and could certainly be 
retained if only one or two emitter and receiver antenna had to be installed in 
J.E.T. In this case, the wave vector spectrum would have to be measured shot by 
shot , which implies long experimental runs and reproducible discharges. On the 
other hand the movable antenna system is versatile, because it allows one to vary 
the position of the scattering volume inside the plasma. But the wai*e vector spectrum 
cannot be measured at a single location. 

The third solution is quite different. Several antennas are -earned to a 
very few plasma locations, and the scattering angles are predetermined. They allow 
one ta perform simultaneous measurements at several predetermined values of the 
transverse wave vector, if the receiver is a multi-channel one. With such an arran
gement, the wave vector spectrum can ideally be obtained in one shot , or eventua
lly in a few shots if the number of channels is not sufficient. Also, the values of 
the scattering angles are unambigously determined by a rigid mechanical set up, 
with a reduced and invariable uncertainty. This system is of course less versatile, 
unless a large number of antennas can be installed in the ports. In all cases, 
plasma refraction must be taken into account (on line code, see § II,2.c). 

Assuming that a small number of shots will be available for measurements 
in J.E.T., and that the plasma reproducibility is often difficult to achieve, it is 
suggested that an array of fixed antennas be used. With two or three emitter and 
six receiver antennas, as is sketched in figures 11, 12, 13, the wave vector spectrum 
will be measured in one well-defined location in one shot. This location has to be 
chosen in the region of the electron (and ion) temperature gradient to study the 
trapped particle induced turbulence and anomalous transport (see part I). 
In figures 11 and 12, a vertical beam scattering set-up is shown, with two different 
locations of the scattering region about a point M. The main incident beam, from antenna 
E2 passes close to the plasma center, being almost insensitive to plasma refraction. 
With six receiver antennas, Rl to R6, six points in the wave vector spectrum of the 
turbulence can be obtained in a single shot. 

(+) the frequency spectrum is measured at each shot in all cases. 
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Two other emitter beams (from Ei and E3) allow one to perform scattering measurements 

in other regions of the plasma, in order to obtain the level of fluctuations as a 

function of radius. The scattering angle can be varied between 3 s and 30 s, allowing 

a wave vector measurement in the range 2.5 C U T ' ^ K ̂  25 cm"' or 0,25 cm £ A <̂  2-5 cm. 

In figure 13, another arrangement is proposed : it uses one horizontal port and a 

metal mirror located in the mid-plane of the torus, along the wall. This system is 

designed to measure a wavevector and frequency spectrum in the low field and in the 

high field sides of the equatorial plane, allowing one to obtain information about 

the possible "ballooning" structure of the turbulent modes. Note that as the beams 

pass close to the plasma center, they are almost insensitive to plasma refraction. 

The existing refraction code can give a quantitative estimation of this effect. 

This arrangement seems very attractive, but some practical tests are required to make 

sure that a realistic mirror does not deteriorate the incident beam quality. Also 

note that in the three cases, absorbing areas (beam dumps) have been designed at 

the vacuum vessel wall in front of the incident beams to avoid secondary beams 

through the plasma. 

XXI.2.b Quality of the antennas. 

As already quoted, very well collimated beams are necessary to reduce 

the wave vector uncertainty AK^ due to beam divergence <§ II.2.d<i) ; also, the beam 

diameters must maintain a reasonable value at a large distance from the emitter or 

receiver antenna. The optimum value of the beam diameter results from a compromise 

between the space resolution and the wave vector resolution as has been discussed in 

§ IX.2.b and II.2.d,iii. The tables III and 7 have been made consistent with such 

a compromise, assuming that the wavelengths of the turbulence were in the range 

0.3 cm & A £ 2 cm £.5 c n T ^ R ^ , 20 cm"1, see table I). 

The ideal beam for a small angle forward scattering measurement should 

have a large FWHM diameter d and a small FWHM divergence angle 6. This of course 

is compatible with the laws of diffraction which ax? implicit in equations (14) 

and (24). With microwave antennas, assuming that the region of interest is at a 

distance D from the antenna such that D£; Dp, where Dp is the Fraunhofer distance 

{§ II.2.d.iii), it seems reasonable to take a — \ -f \.2 and 3 ~ 0 according to 

experimental data. Thus the beam "étendue" 4S2 dS is of the order of 3 Xj. 

(i) hern.antennas 

Wavelength Xo (mm) 2.2 J. 35 1.35 1.35 

Dimension of aperture a (mm) 28 28 40 SO 

FWHM (3dB) angle 6 (degree) 4.5 2.8 1.9 1.5 
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Minimum length of horn (cm) 17 28 59 92 

Fraunhofer distance Dp (cm) 35 58 118 185 

Beam FWHM width at D » 2m (cm) 16 10 7 6 

Gain on axis (dB) 29 33 36 38 

The dimension a is the larger of the rectangular aperture (H-plane) ; 

the smaller dimension is choosen as b ~ a/1.4 (E-plane). The first column corresponds 

to the horns which are used in T.F.R. [3, 21] ; measurements have shown that ct is 

close to I (H-plane). The three other columns correspond to an extrapolation of the 

same type of horn to fo - 220 GHz. The 50 mm aperture horn seems to be well enough 

collimated for a long distance measurement, the 6 cm beamwidth is what is required 

(tables III ans V), and measurements can be done at D ^ 100 cm from the horn. 

However, it is seen that this horn is very long. Thus the 40 mm horn could be used» 

but thewave vector resolution, as given by equations (30) and (31) would be slighty 

worse than in table V. On the other hand, mechanical problems in manufacturing and 

using such a long horn may be a question. 

(ii) EêHabolic_antennas 

Wavelength \o (mm) 2.2 1.35 

Diameter of parabola d (mm) 75 50 

FWHM (3dB) angle ô (degree) 2.0 1.8 

Total length (cm) 8 6 

FWHM beam width at D - 2m (cm) 7 6.5 

Gain on axis (dB) 38 39 

The figures of this table are deduced from a manufacturer's catalog. The FHHM 

angle 6 is obtained with « - 1.2. The Fraunhofer distance is not given ; it should 

be short if determined by the aperture of the parabola feed horn. The first column 

corresponds to an antenna which will soon be under test in Fontenay at 2.2 mm. 

The second column is a reasonable extrapolation to 1.35 mm ; it yields the required 

beam diameter (tables III and V) at 2 meters. However these figures have to be 

confirmed by careful measurements. 

It is readily seen that parabolic antennas are much more compact that the 

equivalent horns, when very well collimated beams are required. So, as the ports 

in a large Tokamak like J.E.T. are wide enough, it is suggested that an array of 

parabolas be used. This has been sketched in figures II, 12, 13, where all the 

antennas (do - 50 mm) are located in the same port. 
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III.2.C Conclusion. 
In order to perform single-shot measurements, it is recommended that a 

multi-channel receiver (for instance 6 channels), with an array of fixed parabolic 
antennas be used. 

III.3 Frequency spectrum and time monitoring 
The frequency spectrum of the electron density fluctuations can be obtained, 

for a given value of K, from the analysis of the waveform output of the corresponding 
channel of the microwave heterodyne receiver. 

Each channel of the microwave receiver includes : 

- an antenna and a transmission line for the scattered signal, 
- a coupling with the local oscillator (one L.O. for all channels). 
- a mixer yielding an intermediate frequency signal (20 MHz £ F^ < 1000 MHz) 
- an intermediate frequency amplification. 

The intermediate frequency waveform contains the whole turbulent spectrum 
information during the whole Tokamak discharge. The frequency spectrum is 
usually obtained with a spectrum analyser which needs a finite time 
interval At to analyse a certain frequency range (see § II.3). This of course is 
contradictory with a careful time monitoring of the turbulence. Another way of making 
the frequency analysis is to use an array of fixed frequency filters whose outputs 
are recorded during the plasma discharge. In this case, time monitoring is preserved 
(with the limitations given in 5 II.3), and the frequency analysis can be done at 
any time in the discharge by comparing the filter records (numerical treatment). 
This method allows one to monitor the spectrum during transient phases in the plasma, 
such as is observed with current pulses, saw-tooth relaxations, neutral beam [26] 
or RP heating [11], etc ... Of course, the resolution in the frequency spectrum is 
limited by the finite number of filters and the time constant in linked to the 
filter banwidth (5 II.3). 

To obtain valuable information it is suggested that arrays of filters and 
digital recording be used. This solution requires a certain number of data acqui
sition channels and some numerical treatment. However, it could be planned to have a 
detailed frequency monitoring (10 filters) on a few of the six channels of the 
receiver, and a turbulence level recording (24 4 filters) on the other channels. Also, 
in order to obtain a fine structure spectrum analysis, conventio-al spectrum analysers 
with digital recording are still required. 
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At this level, a wide number of different solutions for signal 

and data handling must be kept available to the experimentalist. The purpose 

of this section is only to suggest the basic methods. 

III.4 Sensitivity of the microwave scattering system 

In section II.4, the ratio of the power scattered by density 

fluctuations to the source power incident on the plasma has been given 

(equation 34). Once the experimental technique has be:n defined, this can be 

used in order to estimate the minimum value of c n/n which can be measured. 
e 

e is the ratio of the RMS fluctuating electron density to the average electron 

density (see equations (9)* (12) and (33) for the exact definition). 
Using the notations of § II.4, we introduce the following data : 

beam FWHM diameter d » 6 cm •> beam cross section £ ̂  30 cm2 

scattering volume V i H ' 1 2000 cm3 

antenna gain : 38 dB ; D 2i 100 cm •*• solid angle d îî ̂  10"" ster. 

frequency bandwidth du /Aw — 10~2 

volume in wave vector space AR 2i '^3 cm"3 

average electron density n i \0lh cm - 3 

microwave source power : 0.5 watt 

noise figure of the microwave receiver 1̂ 20 dB 

receiver instantaneous bandwidth b » 10 kHz 

losses from antennas to emitter or receiver ̂  17 dB ' 

These data are consistent with the other sections of this report 

(as concerns physical data ) , or seem realistic (technical data) taking into 

account the existing experimental arrangements and reasonable extrapolations. 

One then obtains : 

• dP /P. Ï0.2 10" 2 a <|n|2> 
s inc ' • 

or 

dP /P. „ ̂  0.2 e 2 

s xnc 

(+) 13 dB is achieved at 136 .GHz. 

(++) 8 dB in T.F.R. experiment. 
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Also, one can deduce that a signal to noise ratio of 1 would be obtained 
with E a* 10 and a signal to noise 
averaging, time constant T - 3/b). 

-5 -4 
with E af 10 and a signal to noise ratio of 100 with e s 10 (without 

However, the sensitivity of the measurement may be limited by 
plasma electromagnetic radiation which enters the receiver. This radiation, 
is equivalent to a new noise source in the receiver and reduces its sensiti
vity if it is higher than the intrinsic noise of the detector. It has been 
shown (§ II.6) that electron cyclotron radiation in a millimeter microwave 

—o 
receiver could reach 10 ' watt/MHz between 200 and 300 GHz in the extraordi
nary mode (B * 2.8 I«sla and T - 5 keV, fig,16). In the ordinary mode, which 
should be used for a collective scattering measurement, the received power 
could be two times to ten times smaller, according to the reflecion and depola
rization factors of the walls. The figure of one half the power in the extra
ordinary mode can be retained as a conservative one (5.10~ watt/MHz at the 
antenna). This is larger than the noise assumed at the receiver mixer 
(4.10~ 1 3 watt/MHz). 

Two directions can be followed : 

a) the microwave source power is increased in order to be able to 
measure the same low level turbulence as previously found (S/N » 100 with 

-A 
E - 10 ). Then the soi 
10 watts are necessary 

10 )• Then the source power has to be 20 times greater, that is to say 

b) the same microwave source as previously defined (0.5 watt) is 
retained. Then, the ratio s » xC/n which can be measured becomes 4 times greater 

-4 e 

than previously : e ss 5.10 yields a signal to cyclotron radiation ratio of 
100. 
This last result shows that plasma radiation has no deleterious effect on che 
ability to measure low level turbulence. Indeed, these figures are to be 

»w -3 -2 compared with the values of n/n as 10 ? 10 which have been measured in 
ohmically heated tokamaks in standard conditions [1 to 7]. 

Thus, it is possible to measure turbulence in a large tokamak 
(J.E.T. parameters) by the microwave scattering technique at X —1.3 mm, 
using the available or a reasonnable extrapolation of present technology* 
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III.5 Summary and conclusions 

The advantages of millimeter microwaves for the measurement of 
internal plasma turbulence have been emphasized. Electron density fluctuation 
spectral density S (K, u) can be measured in the range 5 kHz <, to/2 IT <, 1 GHz, 
and 3cm < K i 25 en , provided that the electron density profile is known. 
A millimeter wavelength in the range 1 6 X ^ 1.5 mm has been suggested, and 
a preference has been given to \ ~1.35 mm (f ~ 220 GHz) for various reasons 

o o 
(§ III.]). 

In order to perform turhulence spectra measurements in a minimum 
number of shots, hopefuly on a single-shoe basis, it has been suggested that 
an array of fixed parabola antennas and a multi-channel heterodyne receiver 
be used. All the antennas, which have a reasonable size, can be located in two 
facing ports, without interfering with other diagnostics (§ III.2). 

In order to obtain a good spectrum analysis of the turbulence as well 
as a good time monitoring during transient phases of the plasma discharge, it 
has been suggested that fast spectrum analysis by the means of arrays of filters, 
data recording and numerical treatment be used (§ III.3). 



IV POSSIBLE EXPERIMENT OF COHERENT DIFFUSION WITH CO 2 LASER, FOR J.E.T. 

IV.1 Introduction 

The following proposal concerns the measurement of the turbulence 
«•2 

spectrum of the plasma in the wave numbers domain 10 <k, A. < I and k. p > 0,6 
(see fig. 14) and frequency domain 10 kHz < F < (Fpi, 10 F .) which covers the 
main expected turbulence in J.E.T. (see ch. I). In addition, it should be able 
to give the first estimations of the "thermal" or "non thermal" nature of the 
density fluctuation spectrum in order to possibly determine the ion temperature. 

Its first objective would be the detection of the turbulence spectrum 
in the transverse direction e.g., the determination of the spectral energy 
density, S (ai, K, ), in order to compute the electron fluccuation rate <(—) > 1/2 

•*• n 

and by relating to a model, to determine the associated transport coefficient. 
In addition, by extending a correlation technique [6] to a measure of a corre
lation length along the toroidal field, a direct measure of the transport 
coefficient without relating to any model should be possible. 

IV.2 Experiment 

IV.2.a Choice of the wavelength 
In part II (3 II.2.c, formulas (23) and fig.6), it has been shown that a 

wavelength X O < 3 0 M H I can be chosen for a turbulence measurement, because in this 
case refraction will be negligible. In this range, the CO? laser at 10.6 pm appears 
to be good tool ; it yields sufficient power and optical components can easily 
be purchased. 

However, it has to be mentionned chat *o • 10.6 ttm is not the best 
wavelength in order to measure the thermal spectrum due to the ion velocity distri
bution. À wavelength in the range 100-î-200 Mm appears as a better compromise for 
such a measurement, as it allows one to achieve a good space resolution and a bearable 
refraction effect. But some développements in laser and detector technology are still 
necessary to make this choice realistic. At the moment, it seems much easier to use 
the CO- laser at 10.6 pm in order to perform preliminary measurements of the plasma 
spectrum in the region of the ion thermal velocity, in order to check the thermal 
nature of the spectrum. Afterwards, it could be decided whether a measurement at 
À 0 • 100 pm is worth undertaking or not. 
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IV.2.b Principle of the measurement Î 
D.C single mode commercial CO. lasers of high power (P«« 1 kw), and large 

bandwith (F&l GHz), high detectivity (D - 3.109 cm»Hz. w" 1) detectors exist. 
We would use a homodyne type of arrangement. [5, 29] by mixing a small fraction of 
the incident beam with the scattered beam on the detector in order to increase the 
frequency resolution. Later on, it could be of the heterodyne type if it is necessary 
to discriminate the direction of rotation of the turbulent transverse modes. 

IV.2.c Advantages of such an arrangement : 
- All elements are commercially available 
- Refraction is negligible 
~ Spatial resolution in the transverse direction of the beam is excellent 

due to the optimal ditfraction optics of gaussian beams (the transverse dimension 
is of the order of the observed wavelength). 

- The experiment does not need any movable element in the vacuum vessel 
and in its neighbourhood. 

- There are no stringent stability criterion on the mechanical structure, 
(any dilatation along the optical path is acceptable). 

- The weak attenuation of the CO. laser beam in air gives the possibility 
to locate the laser, the detection system, the optics elements except a few mirrors, 
far away from the controlled area around the machine. 

- With a 10 cm of diameter access, it is possible to resolve transverse 
fluctuations with wavelengths 100 jx > A < 2 cm in frequency range 10 kHz< F< 800 MHz. 

- It is well adapted to analyzing instabilities of the drift or tearing 
modes and instabilities associated with I.C. waves (natural or excited by additional 
heating). Only trapped ion modes, due to their large wavelength, cannot be measured 
with this diagnostic. 

- The homodyne arrangement is very sensitive. 
As an example, for a continuous spectrum of drift waves defined by 

10 kH2 <F<. 500 kHz 

0 <K t K<20 cm"1 

0 <K 2 < I cm"1 

and a transmission coefficient for optics equal to •;• * .2 one can theoretically 
detect an electron fluctuation level of : 

e • N*/Ne « 6.10 - 4 

if a laser of W is used. 
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- SURKQ and SLOSHER démontrated the validity of this diagnostic for 

drift waves in Tokamaks. 

IV,2.d Difficulties. 
As was shown in part I (S I.2.a and table I), the most unstable modes 

are expected to occur at large wavelengths 0.5< A < 2 cm for low frequency turbulence 
On the other hand, turbulence at shorter wavelengths (*-1 mm) can be expected. As a 
consequence, the scattering is forward, with a scattering angle 6 - given by 
(13) - in the range 0.5 mrad< 6 < 10 mrad when A-lO/im. For the moment, values of 
8 ~ 2 -î- 3 mrad are measurable [29 ]• 

The space resolution, as given in $ II.2.b and table III, is poor in the 
direction of the F.I.R. beam. It should be pointed out that table III was obtained 
assuming wide beams (d~6 cm) in order to have a reasonable resolution in the wave 
vector measurement when A ~ I-=-2 cm (equation 31 a). In the case where one is inte
rested in measuring density fluctuations (thermal or turbulent) of much shorter 
wavelengths, say A a 1 mm* 0.3 mm, (i.e. 60 cm - < K<200 cm" ), the figures of table 
III of course are no longer valid : the length of the scattering volume is reduced 
(fig.14). Moreover, if the more stringent condition is to be filled by space reso
lution rather than wave vector resolution» then the F.I.R. beamwidths will be kept a 
minimum, d**W ~10 X . In this case, a self consistent study [22] shows that the 
space resolution along the beams is almost indépendant of the F.I.R. wavelength 
used (fig.14). 

Finally, space resolution can be restored by using the scheme demonstrated 
in Alcator Tokamak by Slusher and Surko [6]. Correlations between the forward 
scattered power of two CO. laser beams issued from the same source and crossing in 
the region of interest allows one to have a good space resolution. 

IV.3 Status of the project : 
The autors of the project realized with success a first experiment 

of this type (homodyne experiment) on a D.C. Lab. plasma, with 12 mrad<6<30 mrad 
[30]. Presently they are setting up a similar experiment on the TFR Tokamak. The same 
T ind of installation, except for a few alterations could be adapted to J.E.T. 

They have yet to demonstrate the possibility to reach very small diffusion 
angles (0minat 2 to 3 mrad), on a pulsed plasma, in the surroundings of a large 
machine (mechanical fluctuations-remote control and so on ...) and to realize a tech
nique of analysing ths results (filter, spectrum analyser, correlator) compatible 
with the observed instabilities and the desired temporal resolution. 

The first results could be available as soon as the end of this year. 

IV.4 Enclosures. 
Two unpublished papers concerning results obtained in the DC experiment 

are included [30i. 
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1 
TABLE I 

plasma. 

Ti (keV) 

*? 2.4 TesU 

rthi (cm) Ki (cm ) 

2.B Tesla 

P t h t ( c m ) K j- ( a 

i8! 3.4 Tesla 

"'){ Vhi^' M™"'* 
O.S 
0.9 
1.6 
2.5 
3.6 

0.19 
0.26 
0.34 
0.43 
0.51 

5.3 
3.9 
3.0 
2.4 
2.0 

0.16 
0.22 
0.29 
0.36 
0.44 

6.1 
4.6 
3.4 
2.7 
2.3 

0.13 
0.18 
0.24 
0.30 
0.36 

7.4 
5.6 
4.2 
3.3 
2.S 
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TABLE II 
Scattering angle 6. for cwo wavevectors K and for various wavelengths A 0 

on pm • 

A. (mm/un) 2.1 1.8 1.4 1 496 385 66 10 1 

k. (en - 1) 29.3 35.5 46 63 126 163 952 630C 1 

@a (degrees) 
<R « 10 cm"') 
8 g (degrees) 
(K - 4 cm" 1) 

22 17 13 9.4 

6.8 7.0 5.2 3.7 

4.4 3.5 0.60 0.09 1 

1.8 1.4 0.25 0.04 ! 

.(1) 
TABLE III 

Length ' of che scattering volume for two wavevectors R and for VArious wavelengths A» 

m : um j 

X« (mm/um) 2.1 l.S 1.4 1 * t i 496 385 66 10 
L' (cm) 22 29 37 52 | 110 140 810 5300 ! 
(K - 10 cm" 1) 

L' (cm) 55 70 93 130 270 350 2000 13000 j 
(K - 4 cm" 1) 

(1) formula (16) with d - 6cm 



TABLE IV 
Critical electron density n and refractive index u for various wavelengths 

; DB : um 
A. (mm/ym) j 2.1 1.4 1 j 385 66 io j 
n c (cm ) ] 
U (0 { 

2.4 x 10 1* 
0.768 

6.0 x 10 1 4 

0.913 
1.1 x 10 1 S j 7.5 al0 1 S 2.6 x 10 1 7 

0.954 ! 0.993 - 1 s 

1 x J0l»| 
- i j 

(1) for n - 10 1 4cn " 3 

TABLE V 
Ravevector resolution as a function of fluctuation vavelength at the Fraunhofer distance 

A (mm) j Z 5 1 10 j 15 20 j 

K (cm"1) i 3 i 13 i 6.3 j 4.2 3.1 ! 

AA/A-<AK/K) t o t 

resolution N 
J 0.07 
i 14 

0. 7 { i 
6 1 

i 

0.35 | 
3 1 

0.52 
2 

0.70 j 
1.4 { 

Figures are calculated by using formula (31) with d« • 5 cm* 



FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1 Î Coordinate system used to describe the J.E.T. plasma. 

Figure 2 : 

2a : Schematic of the angular relationship in the scattering of £ 

plane e.m. vave by a single mode (equ. 7, 8). 

2b : Simplified picture of the scattering volume and associated 

coordinates * 

Figure 3 : Scattering angle 0 as a function of the wavelength of the 

incident radiation for tuo values of the fluctuations wave-

vector (K - 10 cm" » A - 0.6 cm and K-4cm , A » 1.6 cm). 

Figure 4 : Plasma index of refraction u for ordinary waves aa a func

tion of the wave frequency for three different electron 

densities. 

Figure 5 : Plasma index of refraction u for ordinary waves as a func

tion of the electron density for typical microwave fre

quencies (for the far-infrared frequencies see table IV). 

Figure 6 : Left_scale : Critical incident radiation wavelength for 

which the refraction angle • equals the scattering angle 

6 (equ. 23), as a function of the density fluctuation 

wavelength. 

Right scale : Incident radiation wavelength for which 

* - 1/10 9 . "max s 

Figure 7 : Ray trajectories of 2,2 mm microwaves in the J.E.T. plasma 
14 -3 

when n • 10 cm . The iso-density surfaces are ellipses ; 

the surfaces where n * 0.75» 0.5 and 0.25 n and 0 are 

represented. The rays are issued from a center located in a 

vertical port and have a 2" step variation. 
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Figure S ; Ray trajectories at 1.4 mm microwaves in the J.E.T. plasma 
with the same parameters as in figure 7. 

Figure 9 : Ray trajectories of 1.0 mm microwaves in Che J.E.T. plasma 
with the same parameters as in figure 7. 

Figure 10 : Hater vapour and oxygen absorption of microwave radiation 
in atmosphere in normal conditions» a) at sea level (upper 
curve) b) at 4000 m altitude (lower curve) (from reference 
24). 

Figure 11 : Schematic of a microwave scattering set-up in the J.E.T. 
tokamak. The wave vector spectrum is measured at point M 
(illuminated by antenna E_) located at mid-radius. The 
apace distribution of turbulence is measured by using emitter 
antennas E. and E„. Radiation absorbers are designed. 

Figure 12 : Schematic of a microwave scattering set-up in the J.E.T. 
tokamak. The point H is located closer to plasma edge than 
in figure 11. 

Figure 13 : Schematic of a microwave scattering set-up in the J.E.T. 
tokamak. System allowing a comparison of the turbulence 
spectra and amplitudes at points M. and M- located respec
tively in the high field and low field sides of the torus. 

Figure 14 : Relative uncertainty in the poloidal wave vector X, measu
rement, for various beam waists W, when using 10.6 urn 
radiation. The length L of the scattering volume is also 
given (cm). 

13 -
Figure 15 : Electron cyclotron emission spectrum in J.E.T. at n * 5.10 cm 

T - 3 keV, B_ - 2.8 T (reproduced from ref. [33]. 

14 -3 Figure 16 : Electron cyclotron emission spectrum in J.E.T. at n • 10 cm , 
T - 5 keV» B T - 2.8 T (reproduced from réf. C33]. 
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